
Indaver. Leading in sustainable 
waste management
Indaver offers high-quality, sustainable waste 
management solutions to large scale industry and 
public authorities. With its almost 1,700 employees 
Indaver manages 5 million tonnes of waste per 
annum, making the company one of Europe’s most 
important players in sustainable waste 
management. Its steady, healthy growth ensures 
the company’s continuity. 

The job
Indaver has contracted Reijnhout Elektro for years 

now, so it was obvious choice to ask Reijnhout to 

realise a fire extinguishing system protecting several 

objects in various rooms. Although the rooms 

differed in size and state, Indaver was looking for a 

uniform system, ensuring uniform operation as well 

as minimal disruption of the primary business 

processes during installation.  
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The solution

For the fire safety of a number of rooms, our partner 

Reijnhout Elektro and its customer Indaver jointly 

decided on AF-X Fireblocker. 

After on-site visits and projection of the various 

rooms and cabinets to be protected Reijnhout Elektro 

installed both tailor-made solutions for the cabinets 

and area protection solutions in the MCC area. All 

systems were equipped with the same control panels 

for ease of operation purposes.

The AF-X Fireblocker system is based on a dry 

extinguishing agent.  AF-X Fire Solutions offers 

smaller extinguishing units that can easily be fitted 

into cabinets and casings. Should the area to be 

protected be larger however, and therefore require 

larger units, AF-X Fire Solutions box units are highly 

effective and simple and easy to install.  

Thus, using AF-X Fire Solutions products, Reijnhout 

Elektro was able to supply its customer Indaver with 

an effective, reliable and uniform fire extinguishing 

system. 



Prevent fire with AF-X Fireblocker. 

Fire causes enormous damage. Most fires develop from a short circuit in, or overtaxing of engines or equipment. Unseen.  
Unnoticed. Undiscovered until late, and more often than not even far too late. AF-X Fireblocker is one of the few systems that  
operate from within and blocks the fire directly at the spot that until now could not be protected: right at the seat of the fire. 

Built-in fireman
Originally developed for space travel, AF-X Fireblocker serves as a built-in fireman and swiftly blocks the fire with a dry aerosol 
compound. From the very first spark. Without using water. Completely harmless to man, beast and the environment and with no 
threat to business continuity. Low purchasing costs, low installation costs and low maintenance costs. No need for constructional 
provisions. Long life. No consequential loss. In other words: an annual cost saving of many, many euros.  

af-x f ireblocker | faster than fire.
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